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Arrogance and Unchecked Ego Threaten Humankind and the
Planet in Exciting New Techno Thriller
Foreword Reviews award winning author, Marshall
Chamberlain follows up the first two books of his
lauded Ancestor Series of adventure-thrillers, The
Mountain Place of Knowledge and The Ice Cap
and the Rift, with The Apothecary. The book is
rapidly collecting unique accolades.
“Futuristic and mind-bending elements…The
ending is…sheer genius, as is the plot twist…This
novel has all the makings of a blockbuster
film….”―Ms. Beth Bruno, past president of CT
Author and Publishers Association
“Street deals and deals, fiascos and undercover
labs, subterfuge, high technology, and a story that
rises to the top of the political food
chain…gripping thriller…satisfyingly hard to put
down.”―Midwest Book Review: Diane
Donovan, Senior Reviewer
It is said that ambition has its price. In The
Apothecary, modern technology has let loose an
unhinged scientist who will stop at nothing to reach
his goals.
Dr. Corey Parnevick is a rogue researcher and criminal genius on the run from authorities. With
top-secret military-grade technology in his grasp, he is capable of unleashing hell on earth.
This suspense-filled masterpiece explores the heights of human degeneracy and the vile
consequences of insane pride. When Dr. Parnevick forms ungodly alliances with a mafia drug
lord and the North Korean Intelligence Service, a rash of homicides ensues, and the doctor
initiates an unstoppable reign of nanite terror, holding the keys for saving the planet as protective
whole cards. Can the mad scientist be stopped, or will a maelstrom of disaster raze the earth to
the brink of extinction?

“Marshall Chamberlain has lived a thrilling life…which is how he can write thrillers with a
depth and realism that few can match.”—Featured author in Foreword Reviews November 20,
2014, Foreword This Week issue
Watch the video trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5SAdeBkAZA&feature=youtu.be
About the Author: Award-winning author Marshall Chamberlain is a man focused on his
passions, with no time for distractions or compromises: no pets, lawn, mortgages, companions,
or plants. He received a master’s in resource development from Michigan State University and a
graduate degree in international management from the Thunderbird School, near Phoenix. He
served as an officer in the U.S. Marine Corps and spent many years in investment banking,
venture capital, and even worked a stint as a professional waiter. He is obsessed with
preparedness, survival, and independence. This combination of traits leads him to all manner of
adventure—including serious Stone Age survival classes—that add flavor and authenticity to his
writing. His primary worldview is simple but profound: “I’m in awe of the magnificence of this
world.”
Scheduled Release Date: September 1, 2015.
Books will be available online in multiple formats at Amazon, Barnes & Nobel, Apple’s
ibookstore, Smashwords, and Kobo—and by special order at most major bookstores.
Learn more about Marshall Chamberlain and his works at http://www.marshallchamberlain.com,
Review-copy requests: publicity@gracepublishing.org.

